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Introduction 

Redeployment is the process of securing suitable alternative employment for staff displaced 

as a result of:  

• Organisational Change,  

• In advance of the expiry of a Fixed Term Contract which is not being renewed. 

• Other circumstances where NSS determine that redeployment may be appropriate,  
 

Redeployment is a supportive process.  It is about taking active steps to maximise 

redeployment potential - retaining valuable skills, experience and knowledge where possible 

and utilising these elsewhere within the organisation. 

Roles and Responsibilities 

 

Employee

•The role of the employee is to:

•Actively engage with the redeployment process 

•Complete all necessary paperwork in a timely manner, and

•Work with their Case Advisor in searching for suitable alternative employment.

•Undertake a Temporary Work Assignment(s) until a suitable alternative post is 
secured. 

Case Advisor

•The role of the HR Case Advisor is to: 

•Guide and support the employee through the redeployment process, 

•Assist the employee in the completion of all redeployment paperwork (along with their 
Substantive Line Manager), 

•Discuss Temporary Work Assignment options whilst longer term employment is being 
explored. 

•Explore training and other workforce support measures that may be helpful to the employee

•Consider suitable alternative employment options for the employee.

•Answer any questions that the employee may have throughout the redeployment process.

Temporary 
Work 

Assignment 
Manager 

•The role of the Temporary Work Assignment Manager is to:

•Manage the employee on a day to day basis and oversee the work they undertake 
during their temporary work assignment.  

Substantive 
Line Manager

•The role of the Substantive Line Manager is to: 

•Liaise with the Redeployment Team to correctly initiate the Redeployment process,

•Support the employee with the completion of their Redeployment Form (co-signing 
it with them) and answering any questions they may have (in the initial stages of the 
process), and

•Continue to maintain the employee’s SSTS record, Crown Flexi (if applicable), 
annual leave record, e-expenses authorisation etc throughout their time on the 
Redeployment Register.
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The Process for Staff joining the Redeployment Register due to “Other 

Circumstances” 

The following 8 steps take managers and staff through the Redeployment Process, 

confirming:  

• What to expect and at what stage, 

• The responsibilities of the employee (Redeployment Candidate), and 

• The responsibilities of the HR Case Advisor, Substantive Line Manager and Hiring 
Manager. 
 

 

The redeployment process is initiated when the employee receives an outcome letter 
confirming that they are now joining the Redeployment Register.   

This will be issued to the employee by their Director, confirming the effective date of 

displacement and the rationale for this.  A copy of this letter is also sent to the Redeployment 

Team. 

In order for the employee to be placed on the Redeployment Register the Substantive Line 

Manager will be required to complete the notification of redeployee form, providing key 

details of the employee’s job and working arrangements. 

 

On receipt of the Notification of Redeployee Form, the Redeployment Team will formally add 

the employee to the Redeployment Register.  

The employee will then receive an automated welcome email from the Team containing 

some initial information, including: 

• Links to the Redeployment pages on HR Connect,   

• A blank Redeployment Form (with a guide to assist with its completion) 
 

 

Throughout their time on the Register, the employee (or Redeployment candidate) will 

continue to be aligned to their Substantive Line Manager.   

• Outcome letter and notification of Redeployee 
Form - Director and Substantive Line Manager Step 1:

• Welcome Email - Issued by the Redeployment 
Team.Step 2:

• Case Advisor Assigned - Confirmed by the 
Redeployment Team.Step 3:

https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=veDvEDCgykuAnLXmdF5JmgweetUyTe9Au4HqRubEHOdUMzNZSEdLQTZUVjU0RkxDMVY0SFY3VEtXMSQlQCN0PWcu
https://www.nhsnational-hr.scot.nhs.uk/policy-process-and-terms-and-conditions-sub-areas/redeployment/94245
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However, from a redeployment perspective, they will be assigned a Case Advisor from the 

Redeployment Team who will contact them to arrange an initial meeting and will guide and 

support them throughout their time on the Redeployment Register.   

 

Completion of the Redeployment Form is an essential part of the Redeployment Process. 

It provides the Redeployment Team with:  

• A record of the employee’s employment history (highlighting length of time in any 

particular role),  

• A clear understanding of their skills, knowledge and experience to date, and 

• An indication of the type of posts and work locations they are most interested in.  

All of the above greatly supports the Redeployment Team in successfully matching the 

employee to a future new vacancy.  

 

A link to the form can be found within the employee’s ‘Welcome Email’ along with a guide to 

help with its completion.  

Once completed, the form should be returned to the named Case Advisor.  The Case 

Advisor will then review the content, seeking clarity or requesting any additional 

information where necessary. 

 

The responsibility for searching for an alternative post falls equally to both the employee and 

their Case Advisor. 

Case Advisor 

Prior to any vacancy being formally advertised (and opened up to all staff or any external 

candidates) the Case Advisor will consider the employee’s suitability and potential match to 

each vacancy, through the ‘Pre-RAF Matching Process’.   

In order to complete this initial assessment the Redeployment Team will use the information 

provided in the employee’s Redeployment Form, including:  

• Their employment history,  

• Work experience, skills and knowledge discussed, 

• Current work location, and 

• Current hours per week/work pattern,  

• Redeployment Form - Completed by the 
Employee.Step 4:

• Search for a Suitable Alternative Post - Case 
Advisor & Employee.Step 5:
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Where a potential match is deemed to exist, the vacancy will be placed on hold by the 

Redeployment Team until the formal ‘matching process’ is completed.   

Vacancy Placed on Hold 

Where a match to a vacancy is identified, the first priority is to contact the Hiring Manager 

and the HR Recruitment Team, ensuring the post is temporarily put on hold. 

Redeployment status provides displaced staff with priority for recruitment. 

The Redeployment Team check current vacancies regularly against the Redeployment 

Forms of Candidates on the Redeployment Register, identifying any potential matches.  If a 

potential match is identified, this will be passed to the assigned Case Advisor to check and 

consider whether to submit the potential match to a Redeployment Matching Panel.  

Redeployment Matching Panel 

The Case Advisor completes the NSS Redeployment Filter Form checking any further 

information that may be required for determining a suitable match.  For example, if a 

vacancy is identified as a potential match but the hours/location are not entirely the same as 

those undertaken by the Candidate, then the Case Advisor will explore with the hiring 

manager if these requirements can be adapted in any shape or form: 

A) If the post is not deemed suitable then it is released for recruitment 
B) If a Candidate has been identified through the filter stage, the vacancy will remain on 

hold and the post will go to the next available Redeployment Matching Panel.  
 

The Case Advisor prepares the relevant documentation and sends this to the Redeployment 

Matching Panel prior to the Panel Date.  The documentation should consist of: 

• Job Descriptions (Vacancy, Substantive (if applicable) 

• Redeployment Filter form 

• Person Specification 

• Advert 

• Candidate’s Redeployment Form 

If the Panel agree that the Candidate is a suitable match to the vacancy, the Candidate 

will be appointed to the post on a trial basis and progress to STEP 7 below. An interview 

may be required to take place prior to the trial period depending on the level of post. 

Alternatively, where the Candidate is not considered a suitable match, a clear rationale will 

be given and discussed with them. 

In this instance, please return to STEP 5 while the search for further suitable posts 

continues. 

• Match Identified - Case Advisor, Employee & 
Hiring Manager.Step 6:
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Redeployment Candidates who are successfully matched will commence in the post on a 

Trial Period basis. 

The Trial Period is normally in place for approximately 4-6 weeks but can be extended for up 

to 12 weeks, if required. 

It is used to allow for any adjustment or training to be undertaken to support the employee’s 

move to the new post. 

The Redeployment Team will confirm the Trial Period by letter/email, including the start and 

end dates.  A copy of this will also be sent to the Hiring Manager, for their information. 

A mid and end point review meeting will be undertaken during this period, arranged locally 

between the employee and the Hiring Manager.  This is to assess progress, review any 

training undertaken or adjustments required and confirm both parties are content with the 

appointment. 

The Case Advisor will be in contact at this stage, with both the employee and the Hiring 

Manager, confirming next steps. 

Alternatively, where the Trial Period has been unsuccessful, please return to STEP 5 while 

the Redeployment Team continue to search for other suitable alternative posts. 

 

The final stage of the redeployment process is to issue the new contract of employment.   

This will be sent to the employee by the Redeployment Team.   

The employee is asked to sign and return one copy of the contract and job description to the 

Redeployment Team who will add the signed copies to their personal file. 

From this point, the employee is successfully redeployed and their details are removed 

from the Redeployment Register 

• Appointed to Post on Trial Period Basis -
Organised by Redeployment Team & Hiring 
Manager.Step 7:

• Contract of Employment - Issued by 
Redeployment Team.Step 8:

If the Trial Period is successful, the appointment will be confirmed and a contract of 

employment will be issued - STEP 8. 

 


